
Your Impact
2021 Dear Friend, 

We can’t thank you enough for your support in 2021. The past
two years have been unpredictable, but one constant is how
you show up for survivors time and again through your
financial support, volunteer hours and the steady flow of items
coming through our doors. You’re incredible.

As you know – and can see by the numbers – our capacity has
been tested. We stretched it in response to the surge in need,
and now we’re doing the hard work of digging into our mission.
We want to sharpen our focus on the survivors who need us
and not simply manage numbers. 

Our vision is changing lives and breaking cycles of abuse.
Coburn Place fills a critical need for longer-term housing and
wraparound support for survivors of intimate partner violence.
Now, as things settle down in the world, we want to deepen
that impact. 

We are being intentional about how we can most effectively
support survivors and their children in a meaningful way and
then driving all our efforts toward that North Star. 

Together, we have brought hope, safety and empowerment to
hundreds of families, and that will not change.

Thank you for your partnership in 2022 as we set our course
toward a more innovative Coburn Place.

Finding our North Star
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“Coburn Place gives me peace of mind and helps me feel
more free because I was scared and worried.”

Coburn Place served 

1,794 
people – 45% more than 
in 2020 and 102% more 

than in 2019

Our advocates 
conducted 

4,767
sessions of case 

management

$57,312
given in flexible dollars

to lower barriers
for survivors

"Coburn Place gives my family hope. Hope for a better
tomorrow. Hope that things will improve."

"Apartment 308. It makes me emotional because
that was a pivotal change ... We loved it there. I was

safe. I was in a nice apartment ... It lets you know
there’s a whole better world."

Revenue ExpensesFinancials

60
families lived onsite in 

transitional housing

114
families were housed 

in the community

202
kids participated 

in children's
programming

"Knowing that I’m safe inside the building helps
me. And my kids being comfortable here has taken
off a lot of stress because they’re much happier.”

 



A Community of Friends

The community gave

$290,041
in donations of goods like household items, cleaning supplies,

nonperishable food and diapers

Volunteers gave

3,167
hours of their time

"I've had low points in my life where others' generosity
has helped me out, and I'm in a position where I can help

these families who have made really brave and hard
decisions. It's a privilege to be able to do that.

 
Brendan O'Sullivan-Hale, volunteer and donor

"I contribute both financially and with my time at
Coburn Place because I know the value of a supportive

system that, in many cases, is taken away from the
survivor. And here's a place where they can rebuild those

pathways of support."  
 

Adam Clevenger, volunteer and donor

582
people volunteered 

at  Coburn Place


